Shout Outs
October 28, 2016
Shout Out to Erika Cavazos from Mrs. Lazaro
Erika is very helpful in class, she is always eager to put forth her best effort and help her fellow
classmates with assignments. She also takes the initiative to get everyone motivated and organized.
Thank you Erika for displaying true lion pride.
Shout out to Zachary Cordova, Jose Castillo, Darius Hernandez, Bobby Leal, Ivan Tejada, Nathan
Morales, and Salvador Mendoza from Mrs. L. Garcia and Mrs. Treviño
These responsible considerate young men took time away from their lunch period to help stack chairs
and tables after the PSAT assessment was completed. Thank you gentlemen for being so cooperative.
What a wonderful display of citizenship.
Shout out to Adamari Acevedo and Mayla Blanco from Ms. Luna
Adamari and Mayla found a pair of eye glasses in the pavilion and turned them into me right away.
Thank you Adamari and Mayla for your honesty and integrity, awesome Job.
Shout Out to Jayden Juarez from Mr. Schoenmakers
Jayden periodically finds items left behind from other classes and turns them in to me. Thank you
Jayden for being so thoughtful. Way to show that true Lion Character.
Shout Out to Jesse Avila from Mrs. Carranza
Jesse provided the class with a new word, vinculum - the bar of a fraction that means to divide,
WOW! Way to go Jesse. Thank you for helping to broaden your classmates vocabulary.
Shout Out to Austin De La Cruz from Mr. Zuvieta
Last week Austin found a wallet in the locker room and without hesitation turned it in. Thank you
Austin for being Honest and great character. What a Great example of Lion Pride.
Shout Out to Brandon Losoya, Victor Gamboa and Arnold Gonzalez from Ms. Alejandro
They saw that I needed assistance assembling all the computers in the lab in my classroom and
wasted no time in helping out. Their cooperation allowed the next class to flow without a hitch.
Thank you Brandon, Victor and Arnold for taking the initiative to help me. I sincerely appreciate all
your help.
Shout Out to Paul Garcia from Mrs. Serna
Paul found a pair of glasses and brought them in to the office. The Owner was very pleasantly
grateful that she retrieved her glasses. Thank you Paul for taking the time to help a fellow classmate.
Thanks to all our students that earned a shout out this week. Please come by later to the front office
and pick up your prize. Students and Staff lets support all our Teams and Organizations that are
competing this and every week. Pride Nation, you ROCK!

